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June was another very volatile month with markets torn between positive indicators on economies reopening and signs the
Covid-19 pandemic was spreading across the globe. Brazil, India, Mexico and Russia saw worrying rises in cases as did US
states like Texas, Florida, California and Arizona. Even so, risk appetite improved over the month. Markets rose, credit
spreads narrowed and oil prices rallied. The Dow Jones gained 1.69%, the S&P500 1.84% and the Nasdaq 5.99%. In Europe,
the STOXX 600 ended the month 2.8% higher and the CAC 40 5.1% better. Asia was similarly upbeat with the Nikkei gaining
1.9%, Shanghai 4.6% and the Hang Seng 6.4%.
Spread BBB 4Y EURO as of 06/30/2020

Nevertheless, over the first half of 2020, the most serious peace-time recession ever resulted in mostly negative returns (and
some impressive swings with the Dow Jones rallying by 38.8% between the March 23 low of 18,591 and the June 30 close of
25,812). Only the Nasdaq (+12%), the gold ounce (+18.2%) and government bonds with maturities over 15 years (+5.4%)
ended the half-year in positive territory. The situation would have been much worse if central banks had not orchestrated
gigantic monetary creation. Governments, too, played a big part by boosting spending to save companies and underpin jobs
as the lockdown brought activity to a halt. Only this worldwide rescue has so far helped stave off a depression. Financial
markets also played a key role, linking central bank action to commercial banks and companies and maintaining financing
circuits. The surge in new bond issues was a good illustration.
Now, as we begin the second half, there are two important questions.
First, what shape will the recovery take? What we are currently witnessing is an automatic recovery after a sudden stop. To
continue, it will need economic agents to feel confident enough to spend and invest rather than save. And that will require
governments not to interrupt stimulus too early and central banks to pursue accommodating monetary policies. Jerome
Powell at the Fed and the ECB’s Christine Lagarde have repeatedly said policy will not change so there is little doubt on that
score. Both know that with massive bankruptcies on the horizon, rising unemployment and falling prices due to overcapacity
in many sectors like autos and aerospace, the risk of depression has not gone away.
Next, how sustainable is government debt? The main issue in coming years will be how to finance colossal government debt
over the long term. Japan’s recent history should serve as a benchmark. Government debt can be sustainable ad infinitum in
an economy with a credible currency like the US dollar, the euro or the Japanese yen, provided 3 conditions are met: (i) the
average nominal interest on the debt must be close to zero, (ii) inflation must remain low and (iii) real growth must be
positive over the long term. In the eurozone, there is a 4th condition, namely that bond spreads between the 19 member
states must be as narrow as possible, a “Japanisation” of bond markets which also requires recent moves in favour of debt
mutualisation by some eurozone countries, the European Commission and the ECB to be crowned with success. Germany’s
recent support for this scenario is essential. Just before Angela Merkel took over the rotating presidency of the EU on July
1st, she said it was in Germany’s interest to stop the European Union collapsing. “What is good for Europe is good for us”.
The European Stability Mechanism, future close cooperation with the ECB which manages the PEPP, German support for the
€750bn stimulus plan and the introduction of a European budget led by Ursula von der Leyer will all make it much easier to
manage eurozone government debt. Above all, these factors will preserve the eurozone itself by keeping Italy in but also
other heavily indebted southern European countries, including France. Austria’s successful launch on June 24 of a 100-year
bond at 0.85% is a perfect illustration of this strategy. Even so, some growth will be needed to make this work. The future
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European budget will act as a driver by focusing on areas like innovation, digitalisation, the environment and the climate
revolution.
To sum up, the pandemic could still affect this scenario, but investors now realise that pro-actively dealing with the crisis is
the only sustainable approach. Second quarter earnings are expected to plummet 42.4% in the US while first quarter earnings
tumbled 38.2% in Europe. Bankruptcies could well hit record levels. Nevertheless, looking beyond short-term volatility due to
uncertainty over the recovery’s shape, we expect financial markets in the second half of 2020 to consolidate the recent rally.
Selectivity will remain the key word for investors in the second half, especially with the US elections on November 3.

NAV OF THE FUNDS
Cumulated Performances
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UCITS
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Past performances are not a guarantee of future performances

This promotional document is a simplified presentation and does not constitute a subscription offer or an investment recommendation. No part of this
document may be reproduced, published or distributed without prior approval from the investment management company. Past performances are not a
guarantee of future performances. The performances are calculated net of any fees by Hugau Gestion. Access to products and services presented may be
restricted regarding certain persons or countries. Tax treatment depends on the individual situation of each investor, please contact your financial advisor
who will help you to assess the products appropriate for you and your own financial/tax situation. All subscribers must receive the KIID prior to making a
subscription. For full information regarding strategies and fees, please refer to the prospectus, KIID document or other regulatory information available on
our web site www.hugau-gestion.com or free of charge on demand from the investment management company’s registered offices. Hugau Gestion-60 Rue
Saint Lazare-75009 Paris. Tel +33 1 78 09 83 20 - email: contact@hugau-gestion.com. An investment management company authorized by the AMF (French
Market Financial Authorities) under number GP06 000008 on June 27th, 2006. In respect of the units distributed in and from Switzerland, the place of
performance and jurisdiction is the registered office of the Swiss representative.
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